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Strong nondipole effects in low-energy photoionization of the 5s and 5p subshells of xenon
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Large nondipole effects are predicted in the angular distribution of photoelectrons from the 5s and 5p
subshells of xenon for photon energies below 200 eV. The nondipole parameterg5s exhibits a dispersion-curve
variation near the first minimum of the 5s cross section at 35 eV, reaching a minimum value of20.8 near 40
eV. Rapid variation ofg5s is also found near the second minimum of the 5s cross section at 150 eV, whereg5s

reaches a maximum value of 1.2. Smaller, but significant, nondipole effects are also found in the parameter
z5p5g5p13d5p , which has a maximum value of 0.15 near 50 eV, and a second maximum value of 0.18 near
160 eV. The higher energy maxima ing5s andz5p arise from correlation enhanced by shape resonances in the
4p→ f quadrupole photoionization channels. These predictions are based on relativistic random-phase approxi-
mation calculations in which excitations from 5p, 5s, 4d, 4p, and 4s subshells are coupled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We present results of relativistic random-phase appro
mation ~RRPA! @1# calculations of photoionization of th
outer 5s and 5p subshells of xenon. Partial cross sectio
snk(v), angular-distribution asymmetry paramete
bnk(v), and nondipole parametersdnk(v) and gnk(v) for
5s and 5p photoelectrons are given for photon energiesv
below 200 eV. The RRPA calculations of the electric dipo
~E1! amplitudes include the 20 possible dipole excitati
channels of the 5p, 5s, 4d, 4p, and 4s subshells, while the
electric quadrupole~E2! amplitudes include the 25 possib
quadrupole excitation channels of these subshells.
present results forsnk(v) and bnk(v) are in good agree
ment with the previous 13-channel RRPA calculations
Ref. @2# which include all E1 channels from the 5p, 5s, and
4d subshells. Results for the nondipole parametersgnk(v)
anddnk(v) are new; these nondipole parameters show in
esting features, especially near the 4p ionization threshold.

Corrections to the dipole angular distribution arising fro
dipole-quadrupole interference were considered two deca
ago by Amusia and Cherepkov@3#, who gave formulas for
dipole-quadrupole interference contributions to the photoi
ization differential cross section. In recent years, theoret
investigations of nondipole corrections have been underta
by Bechler and Pratt@4#, who studied dipole-quadrupole in
terference effects on the photoelectron angular distribu
for 1s, 2s, and 2p shells of elements with nuclear chargesZ
ranging from 6 to 40 in the Coulomb field and screen
Coulomb-field approximations, by Scofield@5#, who gave
general formulas for the interference contributions to the
ferential cross section and carried out calculations us
Dirac-Slater central potentials, and by Cooper@6#, who
evaluated the dipole-quadrupole interference correcti
nonrelativistically for noble-gas atoms using Herma
Skillman potentials. Recently, Amusiaet al. @7# carried out
1050-2947/2001/63~2!/022504~4!/$15.00 63 0225
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Hartree-Fock ~HF! and random-phase approximatio
~RPAE! calculations of the nondipole parametergns for the
1s and 3s subshells of argon at low energies and found la
nondipole effects near threshold.

Measurements of the nondipole angular-distribution
rameters for inner shells of Ar and Kr were reported in Re
@8# and @9# and found to be in excellent agreement wi
independent-particle approximation~IPA! calculations.
However, measurements of nondipole effects for the 2p sub-
shells of Ne reported in@10# were systematically higher tha
the IPA predictions for energies above the Ne 1s threshold at
870 eV. In Ref.@11#, random-phase approximation calcul
tions were carried out to investigate the possible influence
correlation on the nondipole parameters. These calculat
confirmed a large intershell coupling effect on the dipo
parameterb2p observed experimentally, but failed to expla
the substantial differences between IPA calculations and
periment for the nondipole parameterz2p5g2p13d2p at
such high energies. The problem was finally resolved
Dereviankoet al. @12#, who show that these discrepanci
actually arise from octupole-dipole and quadrupo
quadrupole interferences.

In the present work, the RRPA is applied to study non
pole effects in the photoionization of then55 shell of xenon
for photon energies below 200 eV. For such low energ
octupole-dipole and quadrupole-quadrupole interferences
insignificant, but correlation effects are known to be impo
tant. Large nondipole modifications of the 5s photoelectron
angular distribution are found in this energy range a
smaller, but significant, nondipole effects are found for t
5p angular distribution. The energy-dependence of the n
dipole angular distribution parameters near threshold
similar to those predicted in recent IPA calculations@13#, but
are found to be very sensitive to intershell correlation.
particular, coupling of the 5s and 5p subshells to the 4d
subshell changes the behavior of nondipole parameters f
that predicted by IPA calculations substantially. In gene
4p correlation has negligible effects on the partial cross s
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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tionssnk and the angular distribution asymmetry paramet
bnk , but modifies the nondipole parametersgnk and dnk
significantly near the 4p thresholds atv;160 eV. We shall
show that these enhanced nondipole effects are due to
presence of shape resonances in the 4p→ f quadrupole
photoionization channels. The effect of 4s correlation is
completely negligible in this energy range.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A detailed analysis of the dipole and nondipole angu
distribution parameters suitable for relativistic calculatio
was presented in@13# and we follow the notation of tha
paper here. The differential cross section for photoionizat
of an electron from a subshellnk of a closed-shell atom is

dsnk

dV
5

snk~v!

4p
$11bnk~v!P2~cosu!

1@dnk~v!1gnk~v!cos2u#sinu cosf%,

where u and f are polar coordinates of the photoelectr
momentum vectorp in a coordinate system with the photo
polarization vector« oriented along thez axis and the photon
propagation vectork oriented along thex axis. The angular
distribution asymmetry parameterbnk(v) results from inter-
ferences between E1 amplitudes, while the nondipole par
etersdnk(v) andgnk(v) result from interferences betwee
E1 and E2 amplitudes. Since measurements of the nondi
parameter are often carried out at the magic angle wh
cos2u51/3, it is convenient to introduce a third parame
znk(v)5gnk(v)13dnk(v). For ns subshells,dns(v)[0
andzns(v)[gns(v).

Our results for the xenon photoionization parameters
presented in Figs. 1 and 2. In these figures, we show res
of a sequence of RRPA calculations of increasing comp
ity over the entire photon energy range from the firstp
threshold to 200 eV. Our starting point for studies of pho
ionization of the 5s subshell is a two-channel calculation
which only 5s→p1/2 and 5s→p3/2 excitations are included
These calculations are labeled ‘‘5s only’’ in Fig. 1. For
photoionization of the 5p subshell, our starting point is
five-channel calculation in which the two 5p→s and three
5p→d channels are included; these calculations are lab
‘‘5 p only’’ in Fig. 2. At the next level of sophistication, we
show results from ‘‘5s15p’’ calculations in which excita-
tions of the seven 5s and 5p excitation channels are couple
Next, we show results from more realistic 13-channel ‘‘s
15p14d’’ calculations in which excitations of the 4d sub-
shell are included; and, finally, we show results of the 2
channel ‘‘5s15p14d14p14s’’ calculations in which ex-
citations of the 4s and 4p subshells are also included. I
each case, corresponding E2 photoionization calculations
also carried out. They include up to 25 quadrupole chann
from then54 and 5 subshells.

All calculations predict a Cooper minimum ins5s near
the 5s threshold. The exact location of this minimu
changes as we increase the number of excitation chan
but stabilizes after the 4d excitations are added. Moreove
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when excitations of the 4d subshell are included in the ca
culation, a second minimum appears in the 5s cross section
at 150 eV. Similarly, 4d correlation leads to the appearan
of two minima ins5p near 50 and 160 eV, respectively. On
the first minimum ins5s shows up in uncoupled IPA calcu
lations; the other three minima ins5s ands5p are results of
couplings with the ‘‘giant resonance’’ in the 4d→ f excita-
tion channels@14#. Although 4d correlation leads to substan
tial modifications of partial cross sectionss5s ands5p and in
the angular distribution parametersb5s and b5p , the influ-
ence of the 4p and 4s excitations on these four parameters
insignificant. Consequently, the cross sections andb param-
eters for the 5s and 5p shells obtained here, which includ
excitations from 5s, 5p, 4d, 4p, and 4s subshells, are in
close agreement with previous calculations of Ref.@2#, in
which 5s, 5p, and 4d excitations were included, but 4s and
4p excitation channels were ignored.

Turning now to the nondipole parameterg5s shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 1, we note that near the first Coop
minimum in the 5s partial cross section at 35 eV,g5s has a
dispersion-curve shape which, like the corresponding dip
the b5s curve, is strongly modified by channel couplings.
particular,g5s reaches a minimum value of20.8 at 40 eV in
calculations including excitations of the 4d subshell. This
unusually large nondipole effect at such low energies
clearly enhanced by the presence of the Cooper minum
where the E1 amplitudes are suppressed, resulting in la
E1-E2 interference effects. We mention in passing that

FIG. 1. Photoionization parameters for the 5s subshell of xenon.
Vertical dotted lines are experimental subshell thresholds.
4-2
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experimental values ofb5s in this energy range as reporte
in Refs.@15# and@16# were obtained assuming a pure dipo
form for the angular distribution whereg5s5d5s50.

At higher energies,g5s remains close to zero until th
second cross-section minimum at 150 eV is reached. Th
g5s becomes large again in calculations that include 4d ex-
citation channels. It is interesting to note that while the lo
energy part ofg5s remains unchanged when 4p and 4s ex-
citation channels are included, theg5s curve near the 4p
thresholds is greatly influenced by the 4p channels. In par-
ticular, the peak value ofg5s increases from 0.8 in the 5s
15p14d calculations to 1.2 in the 5s15p14d14p14s

FIG. 2. Photoionization parameters for the 5p subshell of xe-
non. Vertical dotted lines are experimental subshell thresholds
02250
re,
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calculations. We return to this point later.
The nondipole parametersg5p , d5p , and z5p shown in

the three lower panels of Fig. 2 also have interesting featu
We note first that the size ofd5p is very small throughout the
entire energy range. As a result, theg5p and z5p curves in
Fig. 2 are similar. Two successive maxima ing5p and z5p
appear in the interval 20–70 eV, where the 5p cross section
is large. When the 4d channels are included, the second
these low-energy maxima shifts down to 50 eV and are s
stantially reduced, while new maxima appear near 140
As in the case ofg5s , the inclusion of additional 4p and 4s
channels has very little effect on these nondipole parame
at low energy, but leads to unexpectedly strong, double-pe
resonancelike features near the 4p threshold at 160 eV.
These features are due mainly to 4p channel coupling, as 4s
correlation effects are found to be quite negligible. The f
that these resonancelike features only show up in the no
pole parameters near the 4p threshold for both the 5s and 5p
shells suggests that they come from the E2 amplitu
which, apparently, are strongly influenced by coupling w
the 4p quadrupole excitation channels in this energy ran
Closer inspections show that these localized E2 correla
enhancements are due to shape resonances in the 4p→ f
quadrupole excitation channels which appear just above
4p3/2 and 4p1/2 thresholds.

In Fig. 3 these shape resonances are examined in gre
detail. In the upper panel of this figure, the E2 partial cro
sections from the 4p1/2 and 4p3/2 shells are shown. They
clearly look like ‘‘giant resonances’’ extending well over 1
eV above the two 4p thresholds. In the lower panel of Fig. 3
the quantum defects of the outgoingf partial waves in each
of the three excitation channels are plotted. Thesef-wave
quantum defectsm are seen to change by 1~the correspond-
ing phase shiftsd5pm change byp) in the same energy
range, indicating that these are indeed shape resonanc
the quadrupole excitation channels. These ‘‘giant quadrup

FIG. 3. The 4p→ f quadrupole shape resonances in xenon. V
tical dotted lines are experimental subshell thresholds.
4-3
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resonances’’ boost the E2 photoionization amplitudes of
5s and 5p shell through quadrupole channel coupling. Alo
with the reduced E1 amplitudes in the vicinity of dipo
cross section minima near the 4p threshold, nondipole ef-
fects in photoionization of the 5s and 5p shells are thus
greatly enhanced. It should be noted that there are sim
shape resonances in the 5p→ f quandrupole excitation chan
nels just above the 5p threshold at 13 eV. But since the 5p
cross section is close to 100 Mb there, no enhancement in
nondipole parameters from those shape resonances ca
seen.

The 5p photoionization parameters are weighted sums
parameters for the individual 5p1/2 and 5p3/2 photoelectrons.
Thus, for example,

z5p~v!5
s5p1/2

~v!z5p1/2
~v!1s5p3/2

~v!z5p3/2
~v!

s5p1/2
~v!1s5p3/2

~v!
.

FIG. 4. Nondipole parameterz5pj
5g5pj

13d5pj
for the 5p1/2

and 5p3/2 subshells of xenon in the vicinity of the 4p1/2 and 4p3/2

thresholds. Solid lines: 5s15p14d14p14s calculations. Dashed
lines: 5s15p14d calculations. Vertical dotted lines are expe
mental subshell thresholds.
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In general, the 5p1/2 and 5p3/2 photoionization parameter
are similar to the weighted averages shown in Fig. 2. N
the 4p threshold, however, resonant enhancement lead
very different 5p1/2 and 5p3/2 nondipole parameters. In Fig
4 we show the individual contributionsz5p1/2

(v), z5p3/2
(v),

and z5p(v) at higher resolution in the vicinity of the 4pj

thresholds. The presence of 4pj→ns and 4pj→nd autoion-
ization resonances complicates the behavior from below
4p3/2 threshold to the 4p1/2 threshold (v;150–164 eV);
we average over these resonances in the figure. Results
tained without the 4p and 4s excitation channels are als
shown as dashed lines in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note t
the resonances in the individual parametersz5p1/2

(v) and

z5p3/2
(v) are slightly out of phase. As a result, the size of t

composite parameterz5p(v) is substantially reduced.
In summary, we find that the nondipole photoionizati

parameterg5s for the 5s subshell of xenon has a dispersio
shaped dependence on energy near 50 eV reaching a m
mum of20.8, and a resonant behavior near 160 eV reach
a maximum of 1.2. The nondipole parameterz5p(v) also
reaches a local maximum of 0.15 near 50 eV and a sec
maximum of 0.18 near 160 eV. The high-energy maxima
g5s andz5p near the 4p threshold are associated with sha
resonances in the 4p→ f quadrupole excitation channels.
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